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One Day in Africa - A Guide to TangierInterrailing around Europe but yearn for somewhere

completely different to end the trip? Trekking around southern Spain and tired of siestas? Or bored

of your weeklong beach holiday on the Costa del Sol? Then Tangier, the gateway to Africa, is the

destination for you.  Tangier is surely one of Morocco's most enigmatic cities - an exhilarating,

endlessly fascinating little city undergoing enormous changes.With the strait separating Morocco

and Spain a mere 14 km, and the ferry between the two taking just 35 minutes, Tangier is the ideal

place to experience North Africa for the first time. So get your hands on this One-Day Tangier

itinerary and prepare yourself for a glimpse into a fascinating culture, country and continent. What's

inside this Tangier, Morocco guide?This itinerary will guide you through the city in an accessible and

engaging way, from boarding the ferry in Spain right through to your trip back in the evening.You will

see all of the Tangier's main attractions, gain a thorough insight into its history, veer off the beaten

path to some intriguing cafÃƒÂ©s and museums and take an excursion to the point where the

Atlantic and the Mediterranean meet. The itinerary provides crucial advice on how to avoid scams,

shop happily and eat well, all within a comfortable, flexible schedule that will allow you to enjoy the

city's charms. With detailed maps, local tips and vivid photos, this guide will set you on course to

one of the world's most captivating cities. Most importantly, most of the attractions are free!What

Tangier highlights are included:- The medina (the old part of the city) in all its glory, with a

meandering walk from the Sultan's old palace down through crumbling alleys, souks and courtyards

to the main square.- Mansions, theatres, villas and consulates which all played host to the city's

utterly convoluted recent history (the inspiration for Casablanca), and now offer the visitor an

enchanting maze of streets to explore.- Legendary buildings, bookshops and cafÃƒÂ©s

synonymous with the Beatnik cultural movement and an opportunity to experience the city's

unrivalled literary tradition.- Recommendations for places to eat, how to bargain in the bazaars and

how to make the most of your short stay in Africa.And much, much more:- The Hotel Continental

and its dazzling mosaics- The Petit Socco and its animated cafÃƒÂ©s- The Cinema Rif, the city's

cultural centre- Two charity groups, to help you get a balanced view of the city- An obscure art

gallery- An oddly-shaped cave- Lots of books - And an obligatory mint tea, served with mint leaves

and as much sugar as you want!If you decide to stay for longer, there's also advice on hotels and

websites and booklists for further reading.GuaranteeAt $3.99, the itinerary will pay for itself the first

time you follow the advice on dining and traveling destinations. If you are unhappy with the itinerary

for any reason,  provides a full refund. So what are you waiting for? Grab this indispensable guide to

Tangier, Morocco and travel with the knowledge that only local experts can provide.
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As someone whose been to Tangier and a few different places in Morocco I thought this guide really

hit the mark.Its easy to read and has some very useful features like the interactive maps, live links

and "locals' tips" that make it quite accessible.I thought the writing had a quirky charm with a nice

turn-of-phrase giving you nice gems of info but not overwhelming you with unnecessary

details.You're given some interesting facts about the city which range from Cinema to Literature to

History, facts that you wouldn't be privy to if you just took a leisurely stroll through the streets by

yourself.The "locals' tips" are quite witty at times but speaking from my experience, quite accurate.

However its the info and tips at the back in the Appendix that you will find invaluable if you haven't

been to Morocco before. I probably would have got a lot more from my trip if I had read a guide like

this one before I went.If you follow the advice in this guide I think you're much more likely to

discover a more charming side to Tangier whether its for a one day trip or as an introduction for a

longer stay.



A very good book to take on a day trip. We thoroughly enjoyed out recent trip to Tanger and this

book helped a lot. Obviously written by someone who knows the city well.

Very helpful. I especially liked the links to maps.

Short and helpful. Many cruise ships stop at this port for a day and it was helpful to have this

available instead of having to purchase a book that included all of Morocco.
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